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SHIT STORM is a plain fun game that brings out your emotions. The
game has you eating and shitting in order to gain as many coins as
possible. Eat and shit to increase your score. Avoid eating and shit to
gain a higher score. Check Out One Of Our Games! If you're new to
Doom 3 or need a refresher check out our Intro Guide here and if you've
played the game before read the FAQ. About The Game Details
TOURNAMENT MOD There is a tourney in Space and you'll be the one to
the top. In the tourney you'll be able to earn a bunch of in game
currency (coins) by eating and shitting. We've added a Tournament
mode with a daily and weekly mode. In the daily tournament you'll be
able to earn up to 100 coins. In the weekly tournament you'll be able to
earn up to 500 coins. The daily tournament can be reloaded upon
completion of each daily. The weekly tournament is each week for a
week each day when you are given your daily tournament code you
have till the end of the day on that day to complete the weekly
tournament. TEAM BATTLE MOD Our team battle mode is a do or die
mode. You will play as different characters and have to manage your
score throughout the match. You'll also be able to earn a bunch of
special items that add to your stats. As you play your score will increase
throughout the match and you may go down on points if you over-eat or
over-shit. As you complete each level of the match you'll be awarded a
point and you can also find hidden items in your match that give you
something special. Check Out One Of Our Games! If you're new to Doom
3 or need a refresher check out our Intro Guide here and if you've
played the game before read the FAQ. Credits GRAPHICS: It's never
been so hard to protect your ass but that doesn't mean we haven't
made it any easier. You'll have lots of things to protect. You'll need to be
careful or you're going to lose your resources and you'll be eliminated.
We've included various textures for your ass and for your foods. You'll
be topless in space. SH

ARK: Scorched Earth - Expansion Pack
Features Key:
Boss Matches - Pro and Team modes offers 3 unique boss fishing
missions that he may give you.
Rank 3 of the West and Rank 6 of the East are invaded by Big Fish
Lures!
7 New Fishies!

Game Requirements:

Windows - 5.1
.Net Framework 4.0
Windows Vista SP2 Recommended

Recommended Links:

Fishing Sim World
Details of the lures packs
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Pro Fishing Simulator Pro TU Bundle

A mode at the top of the sea!

Software

Fishing Sim World®: Pro Tour - Big Fish Lure Pack

Game Key Features:

Boss Matches - Pro and Team modes offers 3 unique boss fishing
missions that he may give you.
Rank 3 of the West and Rank 6 of the East are invaded by Big Fish
Lures!
7 New Fishies!
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